INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS
STANDARD SHOWER CHANNEL DRAIN
Part #: 872**-
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1.
2.
3.

Determine installed location of channel drain, piping and subdrain
Install subdrain body with suitable support and connect outlet to pipe work
Install subfloor. There are many options at this juncture, follow local codes and subfloor manufacturers
recommendations. Allow for correct slope, thin set and tile height

4.

Install waterproof membrane. An approved membrane, such as (Chloraloy 240®) is required. Cut membrane to reveal
drain bolt heads and outlet

5.
6.
7.
8.

Install clamping flange
Lubricate JACLO channel drain outlet with a liquid soap and press into subdrain seal to correct height and position
Adjust base legs to desired height and tighten wing nuts
Install suitable tile base on top of the membrane mortar, tile base, etc. There are many options at this juncture, follow local
codes and tile base manufacturers recommendations. Allow for correct slope, thin set and tile height.

9.

Tile height + thin set mortar height must equal 1/2”. This is the fixed rim height above the tile flange. Adjust thin set
amount to achieve this dimension.

10.
11.
12.
13.

Apply thinset mortar, tile leaving a space for the grout line
Apply grout
If using tile in grate, cut and shim tile to fit grate base and bond to grate base using suitable adhesive for 304 stainless steel
Install channel drain grate

14. Adjust grate legs to tile height
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